AND CONCLUSIONS
1. Experimental measures of input resistance, R,, and responses to brief hyperpolarizing current pulses were obtained in identified y-motoneurons in pentobarbital-anesthetized cats using conventional sharp micropipettes. The same cells were subsequently injected with horseradish peroxidase and completely reconstructed. In two cells, the electrophysiological and morphological data were of sufficient quality to permit estimation of specific membrane resistance, R, , using biologically plausible ranges of specific cytoplasmic resistance, Ri, and membrane capacitance, Cm.
2. A combination of steady-state and dynamic computer models were employed to reconcile cell morphology with RN and the trajectories of the voltage decay following brief current pulses delivered to the soma. Simulated transient responses matched the tails of the observed transients when generated with the same current injections used experimentally.
With Cm 5 1 .O PF cmp2, the most satisfactory fits were obtained when the values of R, assigned to the soma, Rms, were much smaller than the spatially uniform value assigned to the dendrites, R,, and Ri = 60 -70 $2 cm. With Cm = 1 .O PF cmv2, R,, ranged from 260 to 427 Q cm2, whereas Rmd was ~33 KQ cm2. With Cm = 0.8 PF cme2, R,, ranged from 235 to 357 Q cm2 and Rmd was between 62 and 68 KQ cm2. When Rm was constrained to be spatially uniform (i.e., R, = R,,) , implausibly high values of Cm (2.5-5 .O PF cmv2; Ri = 70 Q cm) were required to match the observed tail time constant, 70,peel, but the simulated transients did not otherwise match those obtained experimentally.
3. With best fit values of R,, and Rmd, both y-motoneurons were electronically relatively compact (80% of total membrane area within 0.85 length constants from the soma). However, the calculated average steady-state inward attenuation factor (AFin) for voltages generated at any point within the dendrites increased rapidly with distance from the soma, reaching levels of 590 and 145 for the proximal 80% of membrane area for the respective motoneurons in the presence of a somatic shunt (R,, + Rmd). If we assume that the somatic shunt is an artifact of sharp micropipette penetration (i.e., that R,, = R,, for uninjured cells), then AFi, decreased to 220 and 5 15, respectively, for the proximal 80% of cell membrane.
4. The attenuation of synaptic potentials generated at various points within the dendritic tree was studied in simulations of representative, fully branched dendrites with and without somatic shunts and an alpha-function conductance of 5 pS peaking at 0.2 ms (reversal potential = 0 mV; resting membrane potential = -70 mV). The peak amplitudes of somatic excitatory postsynaptic potentials ( EPSPs) decreased with increasing electrotonic distance [range -l.OmVatthesoma(X=O)to70-lOOpVatX= 1.11, whereas the local EPSPs at the site of generation were as large as 35 mV at X > 0.8. The attenuation of peak synaptic potential amplitudes was related linearly to the steady-state A&, but was 6-10 times larger in the absence of somatic shunt. Introduction of the leak conductance decreased the peak somatic EPSPs by 15-25% but the percent decrement increased with electrotonic distance.
5. We conclude that y-motoneurons, like cu-motoneurons, ex-2302 hibit large somatic shunts when penetrated with conventional micropipettes and that their passive R,, values are 1.5-to 2-fold higher than cr-motoneurons, when similarly estimated. Despite the relatively thin diameters and long lengths of y-motoneuron dendrites, these values of R,, make the trees of y-motoneurons as electrotonically compact as those estimated for cu-motoneurons.
INTRODUCTION
Analysis of the functional properties of neuronal dendrites requires information about their detailed morphology, as well as estimates of their specific membrane and cytoplasmic resistivities (R, and Ri, respectively) and specific membrane capacitance ( Cm). Some studies have combined morphological and electrophysiological data in the same neurons to arrive at estimates for R,, Cm, and Ri in cat a-motoneurons (e.g., Barrett and Gill 1974; Clements and Redman 1989; Fleshman et al. 1988; Iansek and Redman 1973; Rose and Vanner 1988; Ulfhake and Kellerth 1984) . To our knowledge, there have been no comparable studies for y-motoneurons, largely because of the difficulty in recording intracellularly from these cells. The electrotonic structure of y-motoneuron dendrites is of interest because they are as long as those of a-motoneurons but are, on average, thinner and much less profusely branched (Moschovakis et al. 199 1) .
The present paper reports studies of two cat y-motoneurons that were injected with horseradish peroxidase (HRP) after recording cell responses to short and long constant current pulses (by R. E. W. Fyffe at the University of North Carolina).
The labeled cells subsequently were reconstructed at the National Institutes of Health from serial sections prepared at the University of North Carolina. Estimates of R,, Ri, and Cm were made using cell morphology and electrophysiological properties (neuronal input resistance, R,, and the trajectory of voltage decay following brief current pulses) under several sets of assumptions, using steady-state and dynamic simulation methods with compartmental models similar to those employed by Fleshman and coworkers in a-motoneurons ( 1988; see also Clements and Redman 1989) . Because of the difficulty of obtaining these data and the present lack of information about the electrotonic characteristics of y-motoneurons, we undertook the present analysis despite the small sample.
The results suggest that the effective R, of y-motoneuron somata, when penetrated by a conventional intracellular pipette, is much lower than that of the dendritic membrane, as also has been found in a-motoneurons (Clements and Redman 1989; Fleshman et al. 1988; Iansek and Redman 1973; Rose and Vanner 1988) . The best fit estimates Of Ri ( -70 Q cm) were similar to those made for cu-motoneurons (Barrett and Crill 1974) but the estimates of effective R, for y-motoneurons dendrites were two-to threefold larger . Despite the differences in dendritic morphology, both types of motoneurons appear to have equally compact electrotonic structures. We then used the estimates of electrotonic parameters to simulate synaptic potentials from sites distributed on representative dendrites, comparing the attenuation of peak amplitudes with values of steady-state attenuation calculated for the same input compartments.
METHODS

Intracellular recording and cell labeling
Acceptable material was obtained from two adult cats anesthetized with pentobarbital sodium (Nembutal, 40 mg/ kg ip) ; subsequent intravenous doses were given as necessary to maintain deep anesthesia. The sciatic nerve and nerves to the posterior bicepssemitendinosus and gastrocnemius-soleus muscles were mounted in continuity on bipolar Ag/AgCl stimulating electrodes. After laminectomy to expose the lumbosacral spinal cord, dorsal roots L,-S2 were separated, cut distally, and reflected medially. Dorsal roots L7 and S1 were mounted on stimulating electrodes.
Micropipettes filled with 10% HRP in 0.1 M tris( hydroxymethyl)aminomethane-HCl buffer containing 0.5 M KC1 (pH = 8.6 ) were bevelled to have AC tip resistances of N 20 MQ; tip sizes were usually -1-1.5 pm. Micropipette resistance was monitored continuously as the electrode was advanced from the lateral surface of the spinal cord towards the motor pools. Gamma motoneurons were identified by their antidromic conduction velocity and the lack of monosynaptic excitatory postsynaptic potentials (EPSPs) after dorsal root stimulation (see Moschovakis et al. 199 1) . Polysynaptic EPSPs (latency >3.3 ms) were observed after dorsal root stimulation in two cells. After intracellular penetration (resting potentials of -50 to -65 mV), several electrophysiological measurements were attempted. For measurement of membrane voltage decay transients, brief (0.2 ms) hyperpolarizing current pulses of 9-20 nA amplitude were injected through the micropipette at a repetition rate of 2-10 Hz. Longer duration ( 50 ms) de-and hyperpolarizing pulses (0.1-5.0 nA) were used to estimate cell input resistance and rheobase. After cell identification and electrophysiological recording, HRP was injected by passing depolarizing current pulses (400-ms duration, 2 /s, 5-15 nA) for l-5 min.
Upon withdrawal of the micropipette from the cell, current pulses identical to those passed intracellularly were recorded; however, because electrode characteristics appeared to change significantly from intra-to extracellular conditions, these transients were of little value. All signals were recorded with an Axoclamp 2A amplifier (Axon Instruments). Intracellular data (amplifier bandwidth DC-10 KHz) were digitized at lo-30 KHz (Data Translation 282 1 A/D board) and averages ( 16-56 trials) were stored on computer for subsequent analysis. Software for data collection and initial analysis (averaging, baseline adjustment, and conversion to ASCII files) generously was provided by Dr. Bruce Walmsley. A 3-to 5-ms region before each current pulse was used to zero the baseline of each record.
Histology and cell reconstruction
Full details of the histological methods are given in Moschovakis et al. ( 199 1) . Briefly, animals were killed by injection of an overdose of Nembutal and then perfused transcardially with buffered saline followed by fixative (4% paraformaldehyde-2% glutaraldehyde in phosphate buffer). Transverse sections of spinal cord were cut with nominal thickness of 50 ,ccrn on a Vibratome and processed for visualization of HRP reaction product by the method of Metz and coworkers (Metz et al. 1989 )) using DAB as chromogen. Each motoneuron was reconstructed from serial transverse sections using a computer-microscope system developed in the Laboratory of Neural Control (see Moschovakis et al. 1991) .
The dendritic trees were mapped at ~200 from the soma outward in short segments (5-25 ,um) , with the three-dimensional start and end points of each segment recorded by the computer, which received input from linear, high-resolution transducers to measure microscope stage and focus movements, and a digitizing pad to record positions within each field of view. The length of each segment was estimated by the Pythagorean theorem, using the microscope focus adjustment to give the depth (z-axis) dimension. Correction for optical distortion and section shrinkage in thickness was made from the ratio of measured focal depth to the nominal section thickness (50 pm). Structures that passed from one section to adjacent section were linked together after the HRP-labeled structures in each section had been mapped completely. When the trees were mapped and linked completely, the diameter of each segment was measured at X 1,000 (apochromatic X 100 dry objective) and these data were added automatically to the computer file for each section. The computer automatically labeled each dendritic branch according to the system described in Cullheim and coworkers ( 1987) . We assumed that the transverse sections used in this work shrank by 10% in all dimensions during histological processing. Accordingly, diameter and length measurements were multiplied by 1.11 (see also Clements and Redman 1989) .
Simulations: calculation of steady-state input resistance Using the techniques described by Rall ( 1959) ) the input resistance, R,, of a compartmental representation of any branched structure can be calculated for arbitrary choices of specific membrane resistance, R, , and cytoplasmic resistance, Ri, as well as for the boundary conditions at dendritic terminations. In such calculations ( see Fleshman et al. 1988 ) , R, can be different for various compartments. The present simulations were done using the following assumptions: 1) specific membrane resistivity in the dendrites, R,, , is uniform throughout the dendritic trees of a given cell and is either the same or larger than the membrane resistivity used for the soma, R,,; 2) the specific cytoplasmic resistivity, Ri, and membrane capacitance, C,, is uniform everywhere; 3) dendrites terminate as "sealed ends"; 4) external resistivity can be ignored; and 5) the motoneuron membrane is passive under the test conditions. A special purpose program was written in Pascal to use anatomic data files to calculate the steady-state input conductance of each dendritic tree for arbitrary choices of R,, , Rmd, and Ri, using the iterative procedure developed by Rall ( 1959) and elaborated by Fleshman and coworkers ( 1988, their Eqs. 3-9) . The dimensionless input conductances, Bin, of each compartment in the dendritic trees that are needed for this calculation were tabulated for further use ( see below). The input conductance of each tree belonging to a given cell (with R, = Rmd) were summed and added to the input conductance of the soma; they were treated as a simple isopotential sphere with R, = R,,. The program also calculated a variety of other values, including the average electrotonic length, Lvg 7 and the electrotonic length of each dendritic path, weighted by the input conductance of that path at all branch points (&-,J ( see Fleshman et al. 1988 ) . This program also calculated the electrotonic equivalent cable structure and the outward and inward attenuation factors for the summated dendritic trees of the neuron (see below). 
Equivalent cables
As suggested by Clements and Redman ( 1989) ) the calculations required by compartmental model simulations of dynamic responses in complex neurons are facilitated greatly by collapsing the full branched structure of the cells into an unbranched "equivalent cable" structure. The diameters, L&, for cable compartments at small increments of electrotonic length, AX, can be calculated from the cell morphology by assuming values for R,, and Ri and summing all n dendritic diameters present at a given electrotonic distance, Xj, from the soma according to the following equation (Clements and Redman 1989; see also Fleshman et al. 1988) 
In all cables in the present work, AX = 0.05.
The physical length of each sequential cable compartment, Ej, then is calculated using d,, (X) for that compartment and the known value of AX (2) The resulting unbranched equivalent cable (Fig. 1) ) when calculated with sufficiently small AX, has approximately the same physical area, input conductance, and tail time constant, 70, as the summed dendritic trees that it represents. However, the equivalent cable does not mimic all of the conductance paths within the 
Comparison
of the fully branched structure for cell 90 13 (top) and the equivalent cable model calculated for the same cell, displayed on a scale of electrotonic distance (R,, = 30 KQ cm2 ; Ri = 70 Q cm). The diameter scale applies to both model representations.
fully branched model and the transients produced by the two representations are not identical (Clements and Redman 1989; Fleshman et al. 1988; Rall et al. 1992) . Given the parameter search strategy adopted in the present work, the equivalent cables were nevertheless useful for finding starting values for R,,, R,, , Ri, and Cm that provided adequate fits to the experimentally observed voltage transients records available.
Calculation of attenuation factors and local input resistance
The functional consequences of the parameter fits were assessed by calculating steady-state attenuation factors for dendritic paths from any compartment to the soma, as well as the local input resistance for any compartment within any dendritic tree. These values were compared with simulated synaptic potentials arising in the same compartment(s).
As defined by Rall ( 1977, Eq. 3.24) , the attenuation of steadystate voltage from the input end of a membrane cylinder (Vin) to the output end ( VO,J is related to the electrotonic length, X, of the cylinder and the boundary condition, Bout, at the output end
Bout is a dimensionless ratio of the actual output conductance of the cylinder, Gout, divided by G, ,'the conductance of a semiinfin- (Rall 1977; Eq. 3.26 ). Attenuation factors (AF) can be defined in terms of the voltage ratio in Eq. 3, and they may be asymmetrical because Bout depends on the direction of current flow and, consequently, on the structures downstream to the cylinder in question, in the direction of current flow (e.g., Cauller and Connors 1992; Nitzan et al. 1990 ). When current flows outward from the soma into a dendritic tree ( Fig. 2A ) , calculation of outward attenuation factors, AFout, begin at dendritic terminations, where Bout = 0 for sealed end conditions, and proceeds exactly as in the calculation of dendritic input conductance discussed above (see Fleshman et al. 1988 ). The same conductance ratios, Bin and Bout, are used to define AFout for the dendritic path leading from the target compartment to the source of current (soma).
In contrast, when the current source is in the dendritic tree, current flows toward as well as away from the soma, in which case the initial boundary condition, Bout, equals the input conductance of the soma and of the other dendritic trees connected to it ( Fig.  2B ) (see Nitzan et al. 1990 )) divided by G, for the stem segment.
The subsequent values of Bout used in Eq. 3 to calculate AF,, for successive cylinders along a current path branch are obtained using Eq. 6 of Fleshman et al. ( 1988 ) . At a branch point, the branch carrying the current is regarded as the "parent" branch and its Bout value is obtained with Eq. 4 of Fleshman et al. ( 1988) , using the newly calculated Bin of the "on path" daughter branch (Fig. 2B , Bin,al) looking towards the soma and the original Bin d2 calculated for input conductance estimates for the "off path" daughter branch, which carries outward-directed current.
The local input resistance, Rloc, for any cylindrical segment can be calculated at the same time as A& as the sum of the two output conductances at either end of the cylinder, plus the input conductance of the cylinder itself. In this case, the cylinder is regarded as the source of current and all of the required information is contained in its dimensions and the known Bout values at both ends.
Dynamic simulations of current pulse transients
Simulations of cell responses to brief constant current pulses were done using the compartmental model package Nodus, which is available for Macintosh computers (De Schutter 1992) . This software package provides easy import of anatomic data and facilitates model setup. The input files for fully branched cells contained information that specify the branching structure and the length and diameter of all dendritic compartments. These files were unchanged by parameter alterations. On the other hand, equivalent cables had to be recalculated for each set of different parameters to produce files with the physical length and diameter of each compartment (see Eqs. 1 and 2). Transient simulation runs with fully branched cells (with 5800 compartments) took 54 h on a Macintosh IIfx computer, whereas runs for equivalent cables ( < 100 compartments) with the same parameters usually were completed within l-3 min.
Simulation of synaptic potentials
Synaptic potentials were simulated using Nodus and placing defined synaptic conductances in selected compartments of one fully branched dendrite (target tree) that was connected to a spherical soma. The passive load presented by the other dendrites of the cell under study were represented by an equivalent cable calculated by excluding the target dendrite (see Fig. 10 ). Thus variations in &d and Ri required recalculated equivalent cables but the morphology of the fully branched tree was constant. Synaptic conductances were simulated by alpha functions (Jack et al. 1975; Segev et al. 1990 ) with peak amplitude = 5 nS and time to peak = 0.2 ms, which fit nominal values found by Finkel and Redman ( 1983 ) for somatic group Ia EPSPs. All simulations used a synaptic equilibrium potential of 0 mV to generated depolarizing potentials (EPSPs). The program permits recording the voltage, current, and conductance trajectories in any model compartment; in most simulations these were the soma and the compartment in which the EPSP was generated.
RESULTS
For reasons that are unclear, conventional intracellular recording from y-motoneurons is much more difficult than is the case with cu-motoneurons, particularly with the relatively large tips needed for HRP injection. These technical problems severely limited the number of cells from which useable electrophysiological recordings could be obtained, as well as the time during which voltage responses could be averaged. The required electrophysiological data were obtained from five y-motoneurons but in only two cells (one triceps surae cell and one cell identified only by antidromic invasion from the sciatic nerve) (see Moschovakis et al. 199 1) were the morphology and records of transient responses adequate for detailed analysis. Table 1 contains basic data on the two selected neurons. Their axonal conduction velocities and morphological features fell within the middle of the range for the sample of y-motoneurons described previously (Moschovakis et al. 199 1) . Two cells were excluded because noise or baseline problems prevented adequate analysis of transients beyond 15 ms duration. A third cell exhibited adequate transient records but was too lightly labeled for complete reconstruction. Figure 3A shows experimental records from cell 9013. Constant current hyperpolarizing pulses of 50 ms duration and three intensities produced a nearly linear current / voltage relation (Fig. 3 B) with a RN of 8.6 Ma. The initial antidromic action potential ( Comparable records were obtained from the second cell (9118), which was evaluated between 15 and 30 ms ( 7. peel = 14.0 ms; Fig. 6 ). Neither cell exhibited overshoot (Ito and Oshima 1965 ) in the voltage-decay records and no corrections were applied to them (see Fleshman et al. 1988; Rose and Vanner 1988 Rall et al. 1992; White et al. 1992) , with certain basic assumptions (see METHODS) it is possible to use experimental estimates of R,, 7. peel, and the amplitude coefficient, co (not to be confused'with membrane capacitance, Cm), of 7. peel, in a morphologically defined neuron to constrain the likely ranges of R,, Ri, and Cm in the same cell. In the present work, co entered the analysis indirectly in the comparison between observed and simulated transients over the late time course (> 15 ms after onset) that can be taken to represent the longest system time constant that was practical to extract from the rather noisy records that were available ( 7. peel ; see Figs. 3 and 5 ) . Although a number of sophisticated computational strategies have recently been suggested to accomplish inverse esmeasured timation (e.g., Clements and Redman 1989; , the transient data available in the present material were not suitable for such approaches. We therefore adopted a simple strategy based only on experimental estimates of RN, 7O,peel, and, indirectly, co. This strategy differed somewhat from that used in a previous study of cx-motoneurons from this laboratory (Fleshman et al. 1988) .
As noted under METHODS, the steady-state R, implied by a given morphology is calculated easily for any arbitrary combination of R,,, Rmd, and Ri, given a set of necessary assumptions (see Fleshman et al. 1988; Nitzan et al. 1990 ). The problem then devolves into finding combinations of these parameters which, along with an assumed value of Cm, will produce voltage transients that resemble those observed experimentally in a structure that embodies the neuron morphology. At the time that this work was done, no comparable method was available to calculate analytically the voltage response to a brief current pulse in a morphologically complex neuron, or its equivalent cable, in the presence of a somatic shunt (cf. Major et al. 1993) . Rather, explicit simulations in compartmental models were done for each parameter combination (Fleshman et al. 1988 ). This process is speeded greatly by using equivalent cable representations instead of the fully branched original neurons (Clements and Redman 1989) (see METHODS) .
Equivalent cables for each neuron, calculated for various choices of R,, and Ri, were attached to a spherical soma with the observed average soma diameter (Fig. 1) . For each choice of R,, and Riy the value of R,, was a free parameter that was adjusted to match the experimental estimate of RN. The resulting files then were used as input to the general neuron modeling package, Nodus, for simulation of the responses to brief constant current pulses with the same amplitude and duration used in the original experiments. Because of the problems inherent in interpreting the shorter "equalizing" time constants in experimental transients Rall et al. 1992) , we elected to compare only the longest (tail) time constant, 7. peel, evident in experimental records over relatively late time periods (> 15 ms after the current pulse offset) with the trajectory of simulated transients during the same time period. The simulated 70,peel values did not represent the true 7. of the systems in question; they approached final values only well beyond the comparison times (see below).
The plots in Fig. 4 illustrate the sensitivity of 7. peel to the choice of Rmd and Ri, with R,, adjusted to give the the same steady-state R,, for two plausible choices of Cm (0.8 and 1 .O PF cme2). Using such plots, values of R,, that might be expected to produce the required 70,peel were estimated by interpolation (arrow in Fig. 4) . Iterations of the above pro- cess then produced new equivalent cables and estimates of R,, required to match the observed RN. These values usually produced equivalent cable models with simulated transients that had approximately, but not exactly, the same 7 0,peel as the experimental record, primarily because the time period for 7. peel evaluation was shorter than needed to obtain the true system 70. In addition, transient responses in equivalent cable models contain different, and much simpler, combinations of equalizing time constants ( 7,, where y1> 0) than fully branched model neurons ).
Fully branched simulations
Estimates of Rmd obtained from equivalent cable models were applied to fully branched neuron models and enabled us to arrive at satisfactory transient fits using relatively few of the time-consuming fully branched simulations. The plots in Fig. 5 illustrate comparisons between the experimental transients for each of the two y-motoneurons (shaded traces) and simulated transients with the same 70,peel values (to within t3% of the observed estimates, solid curves; see Table 1 ), obtained using fully branched models. The transients obtained with various values for Ri differed in the projected intercept for 70,peel (i.e., co,peel). This is due in part to the increase average electrotonic length of the dendritic trees ( Lavg ) with increasing Ri ( see Table 2 ), which changes the mixture of equalizing time constants that contribute to the time period under study (see below). From this set of simulations, it appeared that an Ri of 60-70 Q cm produced the best overlap with the later part of the experimental record for both motoneurons (i.e., co,Peel was similar for experimental and simulated transients). Equally good results were obtained with Cm of 0.8 or 1 .O PF cme2 (see Table 2 ). In fact, the final simulated transients for these two choices of Cm were essentially superimposable (not shown).
It should be noted that the values of 7. peel (and by impli-7 R. E. W. Rmd (KQ cm2) FIG. 4. Plots of the relation between R,, (abscissae; note logarithmic scale) and 70,peel (ordinates) extracted from simulated transients for the same epochs used for experimental records ( ordinates; cf. Fig. 3C ) for equivalent cable models of the 2 y-motoneurons. Each graph shows the relation given 4 choices for Ri (symbol key at top left). In each case, R,, was adjusted to give the appropriate steady-state R, for the model. Thin horizontal line indicates the estimated experimental 7-0,Wel for each cell (as in Fig. 3C ). The intersections of this line with the curves (-) ) provide starting estimates for R,, , for any choice of Ri and suitably adjusted R,,, which were then tested in fully branched models. cation c o Peel) that were extracted from the experimental and simulated transients did not represent the actual system time constant (true 70) for either motoneuron. The actual 7. values could be estimated only from noise-free transients generated by simulations and not from the original experimental records. In fully branched simulations of both motoneurons, true 7. was reached at ~90 ms after the onset of voltage decay, at which time the simulated signal was well below 10 PV in amplitude. The simulation estimates for true 7. were substantially longer than the experimental 70peel( 15.2~s. 13.2 msforcell9013and 16.2~s. 14.0msfor ceil 9118).
The two motoneurons in this work also were examined by using a mathematically defined, constrained inverse estimation procedure . In addition to the neuron morphology, this system requires, at minimum, good estimates for RN and the true system time constant (actual TV). As noted above, the latter could not be extracted from the experimental transient records. Assuming Ri = 60 Q cm and Cm = 1 .O PF cmW2, Holmes supplied his program with the target RN and 7. peel values given in Table  1 and obtained estimates of R,, that were 25-30% smaller than those given in Table 2 , and of R,, that were 9-l 3% higher. These R, values produced less satisfactory fits to the experimental transients than the ones illustrated in Fig. 5 . However, when the actual 7. values obtained from simulations (see above; 15.2 ms and 16.2 ms for cells 9013 and 9118, respectively) were supplied instead of 7. per, Holmes obtained estimates for Rmd and R,, that were almost identical to those given in Table 2 .
No set of parameters produced reasonable fits to the experimental records from cell 9013 at times <5 ms, possibly because of rectification effects in the micropipette. In contrast, some of the simulations for cell 9118 fit the observed transients well over the entire time course. In cell 9118, the transients simulated with Ri values from 60 to 200 Q cm were less disparate than in cell 9013, perhaps because the average electrotonic lengths to all dendritic terminations were shorter and less disparate .( see Table 2 ). It must be emphasized that the best fit values given in Table 2 (Fig. 1, top) using values of R,, and R,, (see Table 2 ) that gave the experimentally observed R, and 70,peel, with values of Ri varying from 60 to 200 fl cm and Cm = 1 .O PF cmW2. Duration (0.2 ms) and amplitude (20 nA for cell 9013 and 9 nA for cell 9118) of applied current pulses were the same as used experimentally. An Ri of 70 !J cm produced the best approximation to the experimental transient tails (thick gray line) in both cells. All simulated transients for cell 9013 diverged from the experimental record at times r5 ms but the transient fits were more satisfactory throughout the time course in cell 9118.
"unique" only for the constellation of assumptions used for the simulations. A wide variety of other plausible assumptions are possible, so that the present solutions are not unique in any general sense (see DIscussION) .
In$!uence of somatic size Given the irregular shape of most neuronal somata, it is difficult to estimate their surface area. In addition, the effective electrical "soma" (i.e., essentially isopotential with the soma) probably includes an anatomically undefined portion of the proximal dendrites. We tested the sensitivity of our parameter estimations to variations in soma size in both neurons by arbitrarily changing the model soma diameter without altering the dendritic structure. With the best fit value of Rmd fixed at the value given with the original estimate of soma diameter (Table 1) , we altered soma diameter over a more than twofold range ( 15-45 pm) and adjusted R,, to produce the same value of R,. Consequently, in all cases, the dendritic-to-somatic conductance ratio, p, was constant. As long as p was maintained constant, the values of 7 O,peel that were obtained from fully branched models were insensitive to the imposed variations of soma diameter. This result was verified with an idealized equivalent cylinder models connected to a soma with varying dimensions. In these cases, the true system time constant, 70, was also insensitive to the required changes in R,,, as long as p was held constant.
Spatially uniform R,
As with a-motoneurons (Fleshman et al. 1988) , it proved to be of interest to examine the present material with the unlikely assumption that there is no somatic shunt ( artifactual or otherwise) and that the morphology and electrophysiology must be reconciled with R, that is spatially uniform (i.e., R,, = Rmd) . Given a particular choice of Ri, there is then only one value of R, that will satisfy the experimentally observed estimate of RN. With R, and Ri thus fixed, Cm must then be adjusted to approximate the experimental 70,peel (Barrett and Grill 1974) . For combinations of R, and Ri that matched the observed RN, we ran equivalent cable and then fully branched simulations as above, adjusting Cm to produce transients to match Q.,~~~ of experimental records.
The plots in Fig. 6 illustrate simulated transients from fully branched models of both motoneurons with uniform R, that had appropriate values of To peel. In neither case did the simulated transients overlap the observed records (an effect dependent on co). The early parts of the simulated transients exhibited the gradual slope change characteristic of long electrotonic cables (average values of L are given in Table 3 ). In all cases, uniform R, models required large and biologically implausible values of Cm (ranging from 2.23 to 10.24 pFcmV2; see FIG. 6. Transients simulated for each y-motoneuron, using spatially uniform R, (R,, = Rmd) and 2 choices Of Ri, superimposed on the experimental transient record (thick line). In each case, R, was fixed to give the observed value of R, and then Cm was adjusted by trial and error to give the appropriate 70,peel ( see Table 3 ) .
Electrotonic compactness of y-motoneurons
Because the electrotonic lengths of individual dendritic paths vary in both y- (Fig. 1) and a-motoneurons, there is no completely satisfactory single measure of their global electrotonic compactness (Fleshman et al. 1988 ). The average electrotonic length of all paths (I,,,,; Table 2) can be useful but the equivalent cable structure probably conveys a more accurate picture. The graphs in Fig. 7 show normalized diameters and cumulative membrane areas of equivalent cables that represent the two cells in this study, calculated (see METHODS) using the R,, values for Cm = 0.8 Parameters for R, were within + 1% and for 70.neel were within 23%.
--+--df-----lCe119013L---R-,= 32.9 kR cm2 FIG. 7. Plots showing the normalized diameter (symbols; referred to the left ordinates) and cumulative membrane area (thicker curves, referred to the right ordinates) of equivalent cable representations of the 2 y-motoneurons, as functions of electrotonic distance (abscissae; AX = 0.05 ). Cables were calculated with Ri = 70 Q cm and best fit values of R,, (indicated) for Cm = 0.8 and 1 .O PF crnm2 ( see Table 2 for complete parameter list). Crosses on cumulative area curves indicate points where cumulative area = 80%. Initial cable diameters were 14.56 pm for cell 9013 and 14.02 pm for cell 9118. Table 2 . The cable diameters, normalized by their initial values (referred to the left ordinate), were roughly constant over the proximal third and then showed rapid decline. The cumulative sum of membrane area exhibited a monotonic increase and attained 80% of total area at L between 0.60 and 0.85 for cell 901.3 (depending on which value of Cm was used), and between 0.55 and 0.75 for cell 9118.
Steady-state attenuation
Steady-state outward and inward attenuation factors and local input resistance (AF,,, , AF,, , and Rloc, respectively) were calculated for the terminal compartments of all models (see METHODS) and their average values are given in Table 4 . The values for AFout were not influenced by changes in somatic conductance (R,, 6 Rmd) but those for AF,, were markedly larger in the presence of a somatic shunt because of its effect on the boundary condition at the soma (see METHODS) (Nitzan et al. 1990 ). The average in- Table expresses average inward and outward attenuations, average local input resistances, and attenuation asymmetry ratios, q, for terminating compartments in two y-motoneurons with and without somatic leak conductance. Avg AFout, average outward attenuation factor for all terminals; Avg AFin, average inward attenuation factor from all terminations; Avg RI,,. average local input resistance in all terminal compartments; *, ratio of AFou,/AFi, in all dendritic terminations.
dex of attenuation asymmetry, * = AFi,/AF,,* (Nitzan et al. 1990) , was three to more than five times higher in the presence of somatic leak. On the other hand, the calculated values of local input resistance, Rroc, in terminal compartments were either the same (distal compartments) or only slightly lower (proximal compartments) when a somatic leak is present, as compared with models with spatially uniform R, ( Table 4) .
It has been shown that the attenuation of the charge (i.e., voltage-time integral) delivered to the soma by voltage perturbations in the the dendrites of any duration and shape (including synaptic potentials) is equal to the steady-state AF,, as calculated above ( Redman 1973; Rinzel and Rall 1974) . It was therefore of interest to evaluate the distribution of the average AF,, in all model compartments as a function of electrotonic distance between the soma and the distal end of each compartment. Figure 8 shows distributions of average AF,, as functions of electrotonic distance for fully branched models of cells 9013 and 9118, assuming that Ri = 70 Q cm and Cm = 1 .O PF cmV2 (Rmd = 32.9 and 33.4 KQ cm2, respectively; see Table 2 ). In both cells, 80% of the dendritic membrane area was located at X 5 0.8 (see Fig. 7 ). With no somatic leak conductance (Fig. 8A) , the average steady-state AF,, for this proximal membrane region was 520 for cell 9013 and 5 15 for cell 9118. With the best-fit parameters for a somatic leak (Table 2) , the curves were similar in shape (Fig. 8B) but the AF,, axis was expanded; average AF,, was three-to fourfold larger in the proximal 80% of membrane area (589 for cell 9013 and 545 for cell 9118). For comparison, the same analysis using the higher values of Rmd (with Cm = 0.8 PF cmm2; see Table 2 ) gave average AF,, values of 5 11 and ~7.3 for the respective cells without somatic leak, and 580 and 539 when the somatic leak was present.
Synaptic potential decrement
Although the charge injected into the soma by active dendritic synapses is equal to the steady-state A&, , the attenuation of peak amplitudes depends on postsynaptic potential (PSP) shape and is not a simple function Of AF,, (Redman 1973; Rinzel and Rall 1974) . Therefore we explored the effects of the estimated membrane parameters on the decrement of simulated synaptic potentials in these motoneurons using simplified models consisting of one fully branched dendrite and an electrotonic cable equivalent to the other dendrites belonging to the neuron, both connected to a spherical soma (diagram in Fig. 9 ). The reduced cable representation of the inactive dendrites greatly acceler- (R,, = Rmd) . B: as in A but calculated using the estimated somatic leak, using values of R,, given in Table 2 . In all simulations, Ri = 70 Q cm. Arrows denote 80% cumulative membrane area (see Fig. 7 ). Note different logarithmic ordinate scales in A and B. ated the simulation of a relatively large number of synaptic events. Single bouton EPSPs were simulated using the Nodus software package and brief conductance transients (see METHODS) were delivered to individual compartments at various electrotonic distances from the soma (Fig 9, hatched circles; X ranged from 0.1 to 1.1). These simulations were done with two representative dendrites from each y-motoneuron using the best fit value of R,, for Ri = 70 Q cm and Cm = 1 .O PF cm-* ( see Table 2 ). Spatially uniform R, (i.e., R,, = Rmd) was used for many of these simulations on the assumption that the somatic leak is largely an artifact of micropipette penetration. Of particular interest were the peak EPSP amplitudes in the soma (somatic EPSPs) in relation to their local amplitudes (local EPSPs) and the calculated AF,, at the input compartment.
The inset graphs in Fig. 9 illustrate partial time courses of four simulated local and somatic EPSPs (Fig. 9, A-D) generated independently in four compartments at X N 0.5. Note that the time scale for the somatic EPSPs is lo-fold larger than that for the local EPSPs, whereas the amplitude scale is IOO-fold smaller. The slow time course of the somatic EPSPs was due to the fact that the system time constant in this simulation was 33.4 ms. Figure 10 shows a semilogarithmic plot of the peak amplitudes of simulated individual EPSPs at the site of generation ( "local EPSPs"; larger amplitudes) and at the soma ("somatic EPSPs"; smaller amplitudes), as functions of electrotonic distance estimated at the center of the compartment (R,, = R,, as in Fig. 9 ). Local EPSPs were one to more than two orders of magnitude larger than their somatic counterparts, depending on electrotonic distance, and they showed some saturation of peak amplitude because of the nonlinear reduction of EPSP driving potential in the distal compartments with high local input resistance. At all electrotonic distances, the simulated somatic EPSPs produced in cell 9013 tended to be slightly larger than those in cell 9118, whereas the peak amplitudes of local EPSPs were similar in the two cells at distances greater than X = 0.6. When normalized for the difference in somatic input resistance in the two uniform R, models (39.2 vs. 3 1.9 Ma for cells 9013 and 9118, respectively; Table 4)) this amplitude difference at the soma disappeared. The scatter of peak amplitudes for both local and somatic EPSPs appears to reflect differences in the influence of specific dendritic architecture on these events. For example, we noted a trend in all four models tested toward smaller local EPSP amplitudes when they were generated in the parent compartment just proximal to a branch point (e.g., synapse C in Fig. 9 than for EPSPs on unbranched segments at the same electrotonic distance (see DISCUSSION) .
The graph in Fig. 11A shows that the inward attenuation of synaptic potentials (peak amplitude of the local EPSP divided by that of the somatic EPSP) was, as expected, systematically related to the steady-state inward attenuation, AFin. What was not expected was that the data scatters for the two cells were best fit by linear equations (v = a + bx; see DISCUSSION) . The slope of this correlation was smaller for cell 9013 (b = 6.34) than for cell 9118 (b = 9.67). This difference appeared to be related mainly to the difference in RN in the two uniform R, models (Table 4) and disappeared when the amplitudes of the somatic EPSPs were normalized for this difference. The relation between synaptic and steady-state attenuation depends on synaptic potential shape; the slopes decreased when simulated with longer duration synaptic conductances (not shown).
We also explored the effect of introducing a somatic shunt on simulated EPSPs in both neurons, using the best fit R,, values for Rmd near 33 KQ cm2 and Ri = 70 Q cm ( Table 2 ). The ratios of peak somatic EPSPs in the shunt models, divided by those produced in the uniform R, models, are shown in Fig. 11 B (ordinate) in relation to the electrotonic distance at which they were produced (abscissa). The large somatic shunts produced only a modest decrease in the peak amplitude of EPSPs generated at the soma (X = 0) but this decrement was amplified as X increased. This dependence was largely because of the markedly increased attenuation of dendritic voltages produced by somatic shunts (Fig. 8) . The disparity between the two cells primarily reflects the difference between them in AF,, at various electrotonic distances (Firr. 8 ). because of the fact that the shunt conductance was larger in cell 9013 than in 9118 (Table 2) .
DISCUSSION
The results of this study suggest that I) R, is spatially nonuniform, with effective R,, < Rmd, in y-motoneurons when penetrated by conventional intracellular micropipettes, similar to cu-motoneurons (Iansek and Redman 1973; Fleshman et al. 1988; Rose and Vanner 1988) ; 2) with this evident somatic shunt and assumed Cm 5 1.0 PF crne2 , reconciliation between morphology and electrophysiological properties yields estimates of Rmd that are relatively large with consequent relatively short electrotonic cables in the dendritic tree despite their physical length (52 mm) and relatively fine diameters ( see Moschovakis et al. 199 1) ; and 3) the values of specific cytoplasmic resistance, Ri, that gave the best fits in y-motoneurons are relatively low (60-70 Q cm) again as in cu-motoneurons (Barrett and Crill 1974; Fleshman et al. 1988; Clements and Redman 1989) and unlike recent estimates in cortical pyramidal and cerebellar Purkinje cells (>200 Q cm) (see Shelton 1985; Rapp et al. 1994 ). The results with both cells studied were congruent in all of these aspects. The above conclusions must be understood in terms of the underlying assumptions, which reflect limitations of current information.
It is important to repeat that the best fit values given in Table 2 ( * ) are "unique" only for the constellation of assumptions used for the simulations. A wide variety of other assumptions are possible including those made about the validity of the morphological and electrophysiological data on which simulations must be based (see Stratford et al. 1989; White et al. 1992) . Thus the solutions to the inverse parameter estimation problem arrived at in the present work are not unique in any general sense, although we believe that they represent plausible approximations that are heuristically useful.
The first problem is the assumption that the neuronal membrane is passive within the voltage range tested. This assumption seemed reasonable for the y-motoneurons studied here, given their linear current-voltage behavior during long hyperpolarizing current pulses (Fig. 3) ; this behavior is quite different from the behavior of most a-motoneurons (Fleshman et al. 1988; Ito and Oshima 1965; Zengel et al. 1985 ) . However, it should be remembered that no neuron that can exhibit action potentials can have truly passive membrane. Indeed, in some types of cells there is evidence that voltage-sensitive conductances can contribute significantly to net membrane resistivity even under "resting" conditions (e.g., Spruston et al. 1993; Traub et al. 199 1) . Furthermore neurons studied in vivo continually are bombarded with synaptic input even in anesthetized animals, thus contributing to the effective postsynaptic membrane conductance. Although estimates of "passive" R, thus represent only approximations, the assumption of passive membrane is a logical, and in fact necessary, starting point in the absence of experimental data to constrain the numerous possible combinations of conductances that might be present Rall et al. 1992) .
The assumption that R, is everywhere the same except for a (presumably) artifactual leak at the soma also may be an oversimplification.
A previous study from this laboratory (F'leshman et al. 1988 ) demonstrated that methods similar to those used in the present study can give equally good fits between model and experiment even when R, varies systematically over the entire dendritic tree. Again, however, in the absence of experimental data to the contrary, the assumption of a spatially uniform value for Rmd, plus a somatic leak conductance giving a much smaller value for effective R,,, is tractable and heuristically useful.
For the present purposes, we assume that the measured morphology accurately encapsulates the actual anatomy of the studied motoneurons.
There are many caveats that must be applied to this assumption and some aspects of the inferences that can be made about electrotonic characteristics are quite sensitive to errors in the morphological data (see Rall et al. 1992; White et al. 1992) . Potential errors inherent in reconstructing neurons at the light microscope level have been dealt with elsewhere (Cullheim et al. 1987; Fleshman et al. 1988; Grace and Llinas 1985; Rall et al. 1992) . The practical process of representing continuous structures by uniform diameter cylinders entails operator judgements that are complicated by the limits of resolution that become increasingly difficult with dendritic diameters < 1 pm. The issue of correction for shrinkage in histological preparation is another potential source of serious problems. In the present work, we decided to apply a correction for an assumed shrinkage of 10% to compare the results with those obtained in this laboratory for cr-motoneurons (Fleshman et al. 1988) . In trial runs with the present cells without shrinkage correction, it was somewhat more difficult to obtain satisfactory fits to the observed transient records and the implied R,, values were twofold or more larger than those obtained using shrinkagecorrected files. Even when shrinkage corrections are applied, one must assume that shrinkage is isotropic and this is not necessarily true ( Grace and Llinas 1985 ) .
Despite all these problems, estimations of specific membrane properties in a variety of neurons provide useful benchmarks in predicting how dendritic neurons of various sizes and shapes may process synaptic information that arrives primarily in their dendrites ). The present study was undertaken because no such information is presently available with regard to y-motoneurons.
With the assumptions given above and plausible choices of constant Ri and Cm, the present relatively straight-forward approach provides estimates of R,, and Rmd that match experimentally observed data, as well as an intuitive appreciation for the effects of some of the assumptions and parameter choices. Without much more detailed experimental constraints on the long list of starting assumptions, no currently available inverse procedure can provide completely reliable estimates for the required specific membrane and cytoplasmic parameters Rall et al. 1992; Rose and Dagum 1988; Stratford et al. 1989; White et al. 1992) .
Somatic "shunt"
The assumption that R,, < R,, usually is viewed as a consequence, either direct or indirect, of microelectrode penetration (e.g., Barrett and Crill 1974; Durand 1984; Fleshman et al. 1988; Iansek and Redman 1973; Jack et al. 1975; Rose and Vanner 1988; White et al. 1992) . The low values of R,, such as needed in this and other studies to reconcile morphology and electrophysiology represent "effective" values that includes a significant shunt conductance, g,, . Recent comparisons of results with conventional micropipettes versus whole cell patch electrodes have provided compelling evidence for the existence of g& introduced by electrode penetration (Pongracz et al. 199 1; Spruston and Johnson 1992; Staley et al. 1992) . The exact nature of g& in motoneurons remains uncertain (but see Pongracz et al. 199 1 ) , because a purely ohmic conductance of the magnitudes needed would reduce the somatic potential well below the values observed in most "good" penetrations (Clements and Redman 1989; Jack et al. 1975 ) . Nevertheless, it still remains unknown whether the specific resistivity of the membrane on and near the motoneuron soma is the same as that in the more distal dendrites in undamaged cells. Although the somatic shunt assumption is a useful simplification that has some experimental support, there are are a very large number of other possible configurations of membrane nonuniformity that probably would provide equally good fits to the available experimental records, as they do in a-motoneurons (Fleshman et al. 1988 ).
Functional consequences: attenuation and synaptic eficacy
With the evolution of experimental and mathematical tools, estimates of the electrotonic length of neuronal dendrites have steadily decreased during the past decade. From a historical perspective, the equivalent cables for y-motoneurons calculated from the present parameter estimates (Fig. 8) appear relatively compact, especially in view of the remarkable physical length of their dendrites (Moschovakis et al. 199 1). However, the steady-state attenuation of voltage changes produced in distal regions of y-motoneuron dendrites was quite large even in the proximal 80% of cell membrane (Fig. 8A ) and increased markedly in the presence of a somatic shunt (Fig. 8 B) . Steady-state attenuation factors are functionally significant in that they are equal to the attenuation of the charge delivered to the soma (the integral of the somatic EPSP) by transient synaptic potentials generated at any point in the dendritic tree (Redman 1973; Rinzel and Rall 1974) . Unlike the peak amplitudes of somatic EPSPs examined in Figs. 10 and 11, the charge delivered to the soma is independent of EPSP shape.
The synaptic covering on the soma and proximal dendrites of y-motoneurons appears to be systematically less dense than in a-motoneurons (Lagerback 1985; Destombes et al. 1992) . There is little information about more distal dendritic regions in y-motoneurons (Lagerback 1985; Lagerback et al. 1986 ), but we may assume that the dendrites of these cells receive synaptic input more or less in proportion to their surface area (e.g., Antal et al. 1992) , which makes up ~95% of the total area (Moschovakis et al. 199 1). There are also no systematic data on the amplitude and time course of single bouton synaptic potentials in y-motoneurons, although Grillner and coworkers ( 1969) have remarked that synaptic potentials recorded in y-motoneurons were generally larger than those seen in a-motoneuTons.
Most of our synaptic potential simulations were done assuming that Cm = 1 .O PF crne2 and with uniform values of R, equal to Rmd obtained from the best fits to experimental data, under the assumption that the somatic shunt is an experimental artifact of micropipette penetration. If these simulations are representative of synaptic events in undamaged y-motoneurons, their slow decay at the soma (Fig. 9) , due to the long system time constants in the absence of somatic shunt, would lead to very effective temporal summation during repetitive activation, despite relatively small peak amplitudes. On the other hand, the large amplitudes of local EPSPs generated at even small electrotonic (and physical) distances from the soma (Fig. 10) implies that the dendrites of these motoneurons might be held at markedly depolarized levels during natural activation of multiple excitatory inputs. Significant depolarization from rest in the dendritic tree would result in correspondingly reduced driving potentials for individual EPSPs, creating a negative feedback situation that produces the relatively flat curve of local EPSP amplitudes in distal dendrites ( Fig. 10) . In addition, the presence of synaptic conductances from many active sites will decrease the effective Rmd, as well as local time constants and input resistances, making the outcome at the soma difficult to predict.
The large amplitudes of the local EPSPs in these simulations are in part due to the relatively large peak conductance (5 nS) used. This value was estimated by Finkel and Redman ( 1983 ) for group Ia synapses, which do not project to y-motoneurons.
However, Grillner et al. ( 1969) have described one example of an all-or-none (presumably single fiber) monosynaptic EPSP after stimulation of the medial longitudinal fasciculus with an amplitude of 2.2 mV, which is more than double the maximum amplitudes of our simulated EPSPs. Therefore we feel that it was reasonable to use the parameters determined by Finkel and Redman ( 1983 ) for the present simulations.
One unexpected result of the simulations was the finding that boutons situated in compartments just proximal to a branch point generated local EPSPs with smaller peak amplitudes than other boutons located on unbranched sites at the same electrotonic distance (e.g., Fig. 9 , synapse C). This was true for all similar situations in the four dendrites tested. In each case, amount of membrane (and therefore the local capacitance) located within 0.1 X of the branch point sites was greater than for the comparison unbranched sites, and local input resistance was also less for three of the four branch point sites. It seems likely that both of these factors can influence the amplitude of local PSPs and this issue is being explored further.
The apparent linear relation between attenuation of peak EPSP amplitudes and steady-state attenuation (Fig. 11 A) also was unexpected. The attenuation of steady-state potentials involves only resistive losses whereas that of transients depends in addition on capacitative losses that vary with the frequency content of the signals. Theoretical studies suggest that the relation between steady-state and transient potential attenuation is complex and dependent on transient duration and model architecture (Jack et al. 1975; Redman 1973) . Although a linear relation fit our observations better than other simple possibilities, there was certainly enough scatter in the simulation amplitudes to hide deviations from strict linearity. As a general comment, the electrotonic properties of y-motoneuron dendrites (Figs. 7 and 8 ), as well as characteristics of simulated synaptic potentials (Figs. 9-1 1 ) , are extrapolations that depend on the original assumptions required for membrane parameter estimation and the particular morphologies of the two cells studied. Whether or not the specific properties illustrated represent general features of dendritic trees or are peculiar to y-motoneurons requires additional theoretical and simulation studies that are beyond the scope of the present paper. Further work on this issue is in progress. 
